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Salesforce.com HealthOne Platform

Comprehensive patient services and engagement platform for life sciences
Streamline Access and Drive Patient
Engagement
Streamline patient access to therapy and
provide high-touch, consistent Patient
Interactions across shared business processes
and therapeutic programs
Gain and Act on Critical Patient Insights
Increased insights into patient treatment and
interactions – gain RWE demonstrate value to
health plan and improve drug efficacy

Educate, and Maximize Therapy Adherence
Leverage tools to engage and educate patient;
And act proactively to ensure product, therapy,
and care plan adherence
Support Provider and HCP Engagement
Provide value to HCPs and providers through
shared Patient insights and a platform for care
team collaboration.
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PatientConnect – enabling “beyond the pill” solutions & personalized
interactions with stakeholders in the emerging era of digitally
enhanced therapeutics
Deloitte Digital

Salesforce.com HealthOne Platform
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About Deloitte Digital
Deloitte Digital is a global, full-service digital agency that combines serious creative
chops with trusted business sense. With a unique blend of strategy, creative, and
technology, we build beautiful digital experiences for the world’s leading brands.
Whether it’s B2B, B2C, or B2E, we’re driving the future of digital. Find out more at
www.deloittedigital.com.
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